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HAR UNA. Oct .-Nov . 1 914. Kawasaki-
Kobe SY . 
Photo credit: Toshi Kawano-National Defense Academy, Yokosuba, 239, Japan. 
The Haruna is one of the Japanese battleships that bombarded Guadalcanal. At a later date, with some research, the Haruna was 
found, torpedoed, and sunk by the submarine US Sail Fish. Late in the war the Japanese battleship, Kongo, so damaged by the US 
Navy forces, was cut up by the Japanese for scrap. (See inside for Kongo photo.) 
OCTOBER 13, 1942 
continued from page 1 
with this alarm and started taking appropriate action. Most of 
the 164th troops were not aware of the warning "Condition 
Yellow" so didn't take any action. The next alarm 'Condidtion 
Red" meant bombers overhead, and the bombs started 
screamingdown. Experience taught the troops that the 
increasing sound from a bomb means that it is mighty close, 
and to take deep cover. "Condidtion Green' was the all clear 
signal that the bombers were gone. The Jap bombers came 
over again. This time everybody knew the meaning of 
"Condition yellow", and took appropriate action. The Regiment 
had work details unloading supplies of the transports. Early 
in the afternoon the transports and navy escort ships left the 
John Kurtz and Ray Maxson checking a deep hole 
created by an enemy shell dropped in the night of 
October 13, 1942. Probably from the battleships 
Hanma or Kongo. 
area. Just as the sun was setting two Japanese battle ships 
with supporting ships moved into position off the Kukum Beach 
and commenced shelling the area. The naval bombardment 
lasted until about 3 a.m. In Lt. Colonel Baglien's account of 
the night of 13 October 42 he reported that the Japanese 
naval ships shelling Guadalcanal were using shells 6 -14 inch 
shell Star shells were used in the area over Henderson Field. 
Baglien's report of the first night shelling in no way can capture 
the noise of exploding shells and whistling of shrapnel as it 
rattled around in the coconut trees before hitting the ground. 
In Baglien's account it was stated that Japanese forces 
would land on Kukum Beach. The report said that Japanese 
landing craft had started for the beach but turned back. When 
the shelling started there was considerable confusion on the 
beach. Many of the men had some unusual experiences while 
trying to hide from the shelling and the flying steel. 
Dear Jim: 
It was nice seeing you and the lot of old friends in Bismarck 
last week and the committee done a good job and a wonderful 
Reunion was had by all. 
You requested we give an account of where or what went 
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on in our lives the night of the shelling. I will try to portray my 
night as best I can after 60 years have passed. I might have 
some of the action not as exactly as it happened and of course 
I don't dot all the l's and cross the T's credit to my 84 yrs. of 
age. 
The day or night of the shelling was a hectic time for all 
of us trying to get what gear & equipment we had organized 
and to get a resemblance of a Company area set up. Captain 
Eidum asked me to have his jeep ready as right after the 
supper hour. He wanted to go the Henderson Field and see 
what the area there looked like and to get an idea where to 
set up our 37MM Anti-tank guns. I picked him up at his 
quarters late in the day as it was getting dark by then, and as 
you all know how quick the jungle could get really dark, so by 
the time we left we were driving with just the black - out lights 
on the jeep, and I must admit I didn't know what direction to 
go to get to Henderson Field. As we were driving by another 
Company area we were hailed by a Captain who asked if he 
could go along, and he crawled into the back seat of the 
jeep. I am not sure but I think it was Captain Newgard - (JUG). 
Needless to say we had not gone very far before we heard a 
loud whistling sound and did not immediately realize we were 
being shelled, but tops of the trees started falling around us 
and coconuts were falling like rain. We knew that we were 
under naval gunfire and that we should seek some shelter 
but that was non-existence where we were so the next best 
thing was under the jeep. So every time we heard the whistling 
noise we piled out of the jeep and crawled under it. But with 
2 Captains riding with me, I was usually the last one out and 
by this time most of the room under the jeep was taken -
(they weren't that big), I usually had either my head or my 
legs hanging outside. I usually put my head under the jeep 
as I thought my head needed more protection. As you know 
this went on for a long period of time and we never got very 
far in between bailouts and never did get to Henderson Field 
that night. 
In all the confusion, I lost my M-1 rifle and the next day I 
went to the supply Sgt. Art Springer for a replacement, but all . 
Warrant Officer Ray Maxson, holding the nose cone, from 
one of the lap shells that landed in the area. The cone 
probably came from a 14 inch lap naval gunfired by lap 
battleships Haruna or Kongo or possibly one of the 8 to 10 
lap Navy support Ships. 
he had was a BAR so I carried that for about a week until he 
scrounged up a M-1 . 
One other thing happened in the Company area that night. 
Harold Shefte of our Company took his gas mask from his 
shoulder and laid it on the ground next to him, and then 
pushed it arms length away from his body and during the 
night he heard a loud sound and wondered what it was, and 
when it became daylight he looked at his gas mask and the 
base of a very large shell, perhaps 16 inches had landed 
right on it and it looked more like a pancake. 
I hope you find this interesting enough for your publication. 
Sincerely, 
Al Olenberger S/Sgt. Transportation Anti-Tank Co. 
605-355-0175 
(Ed. Note: Thank ) 
Les Wickman was detailed to unload sacks of cement. 
When the shelling started he couldn't find his rifle . Wickman 
hugged a palm tree. 
Arvid Thompson saw a stack of empty sandbags and 
made a dive into it, collided with another soldier helmet to 
helmet. 
Jack Simmons jumped into a Marine Machine gun pit. 
The Marines manning the gun kept saying, the Japs are 
coming. 
Cliff Ottinger and Fenelon were in a flat open space with 
no tools to dig a hole. Some lost soldier was yelling all night 
for his platoon Sgt. In I Company. 
A shell hit an ammunition dump. When the ammo 
exploded it burned far into the night. Rifle bullets were 
exploding in the fire. We were told to load & lock our rifles. 
Someone had shouted the Japs are coming. 
We lay in a flat open space with no foxholes , couldn 't dig 
in , as it was all coral. 
Elmo Olson and his 1st Sgt. were separated from G 
Company and had to stay on the beach. They watched the 
Jap fire star shells towards Henderson Field. Elmo and the 
1st Sgt. watched the enemy sail back and forth for about 
three hours. Elmo was able to rejoin G Company in the 
morning. Gordon St. Claire tried to enter a dugout and was 
told there was no room. St. Claire learned the next day that a 
shell had dropped in the dugout and killed a number of people. 
St. Claire believes he was lucky that there was no room in 
the dugout. 
Many soldiers forgot the password or were to scared to 
repeat it and were shot at by friendly troops, but were finally 
recognized by a few choice swear words that should not be 
repeated here. A number of men huddled around coconut 
trees. This was the worst thing to do as shells were exploding 
in the tree tops also knocking the coconuts out of them. A 
falling c9conut could cause great injury or kill you. In the next 
shelling and bombing, slit trenches and fox holes were quickly 
dug and deep. 
Several men trying to find some place below ground level 
found a Japanese officer latrine. They ripped off the seats 
and jumped in. They didn't smell very good in the morning 
but at least they were below ground. 
If the Japanese had started the bombardm~nt at the 
beach and concentrated the same shelling in the coconut 
grove they would have caused the 164th severe damage. 
My October 13, 1942 
The high pitched drone of many airplanes lifted my gaze 
skyward to see coming in directly overhead were twenty-two 
light blue bombers in perfect formation-a very pretty sight. 
How I wished I had a yellow cloud filter for my camera. The 
anit-aircraft fire from the Navy ships could not reach the Jap 
bombers. As the Jap planes were directly over the beach a 
new sound was heard. It started as a whistle and progressed 
to a shrill scream as the bombs descended towards us. The 
first bomb hit less than 1 /2 block away and the rest went racing 
towards the air field. The 164th Infantry received its first KIA, 
Ken Faubert, Corporal , M Company- Grand Forks, ND. The 
anti-aircraft batteries directly behind the beach added their 
sound effects also. Right there I recognized the importance 
of sound for survival-knowing immediately the difference of 
what was incoming and what was outgoing. The raid was 
over quickly as the planes dropped all their bombs on the 
first pass. Each Japanese plane usually carried six bombs. 
The US ships returned to the beach and unloading work 
continued at a much faster pace with many a quick glance at 
the sky and hearing sharpened for the verbal warnings for a 
bombing raid. 
At 2:30 P.M. a second Japanese air raid came with only 
fifteen planes. This group was not pretty, and very frightening. 
I had company in that foxhold this time. In fact I had to run 
pretty darn fast to get there first. This time the bombs hit closer 
to the airstrip and not on the beach. However, there was hardly 
a half mile distance between the beach and Henderson Field. 
continued on page 11 
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Photo credit: Shirley Olgeirson (IM) 
Above: L - R: Mary Wagner, "Bernie Wagner wearing the Legion of 
Merit Medal and holding a framed copy of the Certificate listing the 
action taken by Wagner on Guadalcanal, Congressman Earl Pomeroy 
(D), Major General Haugan, Adj. Gen. ND 
A.P. 0. 716, The document to the right, citing Bernie Wagner for the 
award was dated 26 May 1943, signed by Forrest L. Stimson, Captain, 
164th Infantry, G Company and attested to by Lts. Tangen and 
Grimsrud. 
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THE LEGION OF MERIT 
TO BERNARD A. WAGNER 
tTHEN STAFF SERGEANT, INFANTRY, ARIIIY OF THE UNITED STA TES) 
Fon di~ himself by exceptionely meritoriou9 conduct in the petfo(mance ol outstanding Mfvice as Platoon Sergeant. 
Company G, 164111 Infantry Regiment. Amellcal DhMion, lrom ~ 19'42 ID March 19'43 Staff serveani Wai,ner demonslraled 
outstanding ~ when keeping his heavy weapons In action While on the oll'en9MI at Kali Point. Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. 
During the - onen.lve, he had his plawon ready for a,ry supporting In "81 might be called of them. Al a lalltr date, while en the 
Matanikau River, due ID his cool Jud1,emenl he - callecl upon to Ill a vacancy as platoon leader of • rifle platooo. He took oonCrol 
of 1M platoon and kepi them on 1h11 line and MlClioning under ftte by hos cool and lnspnllonal leadership. He had the larges! platoon 
and K wu only by his detemlinatton to lead his platoon willingly that he - able to keep his men In high spirits and wining to hold the 
llne under very diflicOI conditions. Staff Sergeant Waqnes's outstanding achievem*nta and devotion to duty are In keeping witl1 the 
highest traditions of the military 9etvice and refled greal credit upon himself, 1he 1641h Infantry Regiment, and lhe United States Army. 
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Joe Castagneto & granddaughter Nicole. Enjoy 
some of the Bismarck Fall Festival. Joe flew in 
from Lincoln, Alabama. Nicole came in from 
Billings, Montana to join Joe at the 164th reunion. 
Tina Cuellar handed her husband Joe Cuellar a wrapped package 
and directed him to march up to the head table. Joe placed it on the 
table. A number was drawn. The lucky winner was Warren Ventsch. 
The prize - two beautiful silver candle holders. Thanks. 
Charlene Tittsworth and her sister viewing the scale model of the 
164th Infantry on Guadalcanal 1942. Ed Mulligan spent 3 112. years 
building the model. Charlene is the widow of Vernon T., he drove 
from Montana to attend the 164th reunion. 
Winners Of The 164th Dollar Drawing Are: 
John A. Kurtz 
Havre, MT 
Marie Seas 
Mesa, AZ 
Clarence G. Schultz 
Bismarck, ND {Donated as gift back to 164th) 
The Winner Of The Guadalcanal Cane 
Made By: Horace F. Nearhood of Toledo, OH 
Joe Cuellar 
Corrale, NM 
The Winner Of The Special Gift 
Given by Joe Cuellar of Corrale, NM., Was 
Warren Ventsch 
Valley City, ND 
Hot Chow Led to Integration 
OUR MISSION, as radio operators on Bougainville in the 
Solomon Islands early in 1945, was to report back to 
headquarters on any Japanese activity on the other side of 
the Torokina River. 
I was with the 164th Infantry Regiment. We were being 
protected by the 25th Combat Infantry Regiment, a black outfit 
and a great fighting unit. There was still segregation in the 
armed forces at the time. 
From where we were, we could see a truck pull up with 
hot food for the 25th. We'd been living on C and K rations for 
weeks, and one of our guys decided he was getting into that 
chow line. 
He grabbed his mess kit and went down the hill to get in 
line. There stood a black sergeant checking mess kits for 
cleanliness. When our guy reached the sergeant, and the 
sergeant saw that white face, he said, "Dr. Livingston, I 
presume?" 
We all had a good laugh, and the sergeant invited the 
rest of us to share their food. It was a welcome treat. 
Janas Acampora 
24 lnvere Dr. 
Toms River, NJ 08757-5944 
Tel: 732-244-4255 
e-mail: jacam1846@aol.com 
(Editors Note: Great story, thanks for sharing it. Need more personal 
stories like this one. Thanks.) 
Bougainville, 1943 
Janus Acampora, Milton Olan - in 
the wheel borrow ( sometimes known 
as a on_e wheeled cadillac) - driving 
around mess hall area on 
Bougainville, 1943. 
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"I REMEMBERtf 
These are just a few remembrances of my association 
with the 164th Infantry with which I was privileged to serve 
as a Platoon Leader, I and R Platoon Leader, "C" Company 
Commander and as the Regimental S-2. 
"I REMEMBER" 
That I was Shanghaied out of the 40th Division and sent to 
Fort Ord to join the Regiment as it was preparing to leave for the 
South Pacific. 
Arriving at a burned out Tent area and finding two men in 
Tee Shirts and Fatigue Pants washing up behind an old Metal 
Cook Shack. I was dressed in Pinks and Greens and asked 
them, "Where in the hell is the 164. A little old guy looked up 
and said, "Right Here" and of course I immediately said, "Well, 
who the hell are you"? Without wasting any time he said, "I'm 
Colonel Baglien and this is Captain McGurran". What a way for 
me to start!!! 
We became good friends and he had me doing many jobs 
until the Regiment arrived and then assigned me to "C" Company 
and later as we arrived at the President Coolidge, I was the 
recipient of the job of Mess Officer for the trip to Australia. 
Standing at the door of the so called "Mess Hall" on the 
Coolidge and punching tickets so that no one would come back 
in the door a second time until Supper. Do any of you remember 
me or any of that activity? 
The convoy composed of the Coolidge, Mariposa and the 
Queen Elizabeth under the protection of the Cruiser "Chester'' 
and the refueling stop at the Marquesas where the TV show 
"Survivor'' was made and was shown on TV for the last several 
weeks. 
Arriving in Melbourne with Band playing and waiting for days 
for someone to tell us where we would be going. When we did 
get ashore I remember playing golf with Nat Rogan. 
Finally preparing to leave for New Caledonia and going 
aboard a small Dutch Ship and learning I would be the Mess 
Officer again. What a deal!!! 
Marching through Noumea enroute to our Bivouac areas and 
finally training my Platoon and preparing a defense .area for the 
possible Jap attack. 
Being transferred to Headquarters and then being assigned 
to be the commander of the new I and R Platoon and being 
promoted to 1st Lieutenant shortly thereafter. 
Finally getting to Guadalcanal and taking part of my Platoon 
on a long Patrol around the Western end of the Island on a 
Mission for General Vandegrift, I had two Marine Navajo "Code 
Talkers" with me and now we are seeing where they have been 
involved with a movie about their exploits. We used them for the 
purpose of sending coded messages back to the Marine 
Headquarters and expected to help land the 132nd where we 
had been. That didn't happen then, which caused the loss of 
many lives and the escape of the Jap Headquarters, since 
General Patch waited until late January to have the 132nd make 
that landing. 
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Something about the loss of some of the Colonel's Whiskey 
and believe that I was instructed to investigate this terrible thing. 
There were some rumors about who had done the dastardly 
deed and being the S-2, I looked into it, but being so busy with 
other things, I couldn't find any answers. After all was said and 
done and hearing about it again now, I really believe it was a 
great job of Reconnaissance and bringing back Intelligence, but 
the Intelligence was mislaid before it got to the right place. Me!!! 
Being promoted to Captain in February and being assigned 
as Company Commander of "C" Company. What a great day 
for me to go back to command the Company that I was first 
assigned to in March of 1942 and to be with those people I 
knew so well. 
Seeing Joe E. Brown perform for us in our area one night 
and then driving over to General Sebree's tent and having a 
long conversation with both of them. I knew Joe E., when I was 
at UCLA, through his son Don, and that was a really great 
experience to be able to spend some time with him and the 
General. Joe was the only actor who ever visited Guadalcanal, 
at least during the months of combat on the Island. 
Leaving the Island and thinking what a terrible place it was 
and how many of my friends had lost their lives or had been so 
severely wounded that it would change their lives in the future. 
Fiji and enjoying some R and R, participating in a Parade 
and being awarded the Silver Star and later moving up to S-2 
again as that position then called for a Majority. Then the Bad 
News, good to some, but not really to me. Transferred to the 
States to Instruct a course in Jungle fighting at Fort Benning. I 
really wanted to stay, because this was where I belonged, but 
the decision was made above my pay grade, so I had to go. 
These are some of the things that I remember about my 
time with the 164. It was a privilege and an honor to have served 
with such a fine organization and to have known so many 
outstanding people while I was with all of you. General 
VandeGrift , Colonel Thomas and Colonel Buckley, all of the 
Marine Corps. I have since had the privilege of knowing Marine 
Colonel Mitchell Paige, MOH, as he lives fairly close. Earle 
Sarles, "Samy" Baglien, Pat McGurran, Colonel Paul Daly, Bob 
Hall, Bill Considine, Joe Wangsnes, Henry Witt, Doug Burtell 
and many others whose names have slipped away in my 
memory. I also had the privilege of attending the Funeral Services 
of Colonel Baglien at the Riverside Military Cemetery a few years 
ago. So many memories, all make me so proud to have been 
chosen to join the Regiment and to have served with all of you 
for as long as the time I was given to do so. God Bless all of you 
and remember the motto, "Je Suis Pret'', as we all were. 
Fred Flo 
Brigadier General, Retired, Ca ARNG 
(Ed. Note: A special menu was for the Officers on the Coolidge. 
Enlisted Personnel were fed twice a day and we didn't have a menu. 
Fred your story on the Flo patrol would certainly be a great subject 
for an hour or a half hour TV program. Do you have the names of 
the code talkers and all the names of the 164th members that were 
with you? I suppose no pictures were taken. Orders or diaries would 
be a big help also for a TV program. If you have the names of the 
patrol members, and if they are still alive it would be interesting to 
contact them for information. Thanks for sharing your great 
experience.) 
A Girea1t P air1ty A Long Way Firom Home 
Jim, 
I joined the 164th Infantry on the Fiji Islands in 
November 1943 as a replacement. We landed at the north 
end of the island and loaded on trucks and were driven to 
somewhere outside of Suva, where we spent the night in 
tents. All of us were from the 75th Division, Ft. Leonard 
Wood, Missouri. The next morning we again loaded on trucks 
and were taken to our companies. I was assigned to A 
Company in the weapons platoon as a runner. The entire 
company met us at the gate of the school where the company 
was living and helped us carry our barrack bags to our 
platoons. 
My Platoon Sergeant was Clarence "Bud" Cleveland. 
Bud was a short, stocky, bald man in his late thirties or early 
forties. I was told he had been in the U.S. Calvary back in 
the early thirties. I never saw anybody who could do the 
manual of Arms like Bud. 
Clarence "Bud" Cleveland -
A Company Bougainville, 
1943 My mother sent me 
cucumber seeds and "Bud" 
grew the cucumbers 
As we left Fiji for Bougainville, Bud Cleveland was in 
the hospital and didn't make the trip. Ralph "Mink" Major 
became the new platoon Sergeant. 
We had been on Bougainville a few months when one 
day here comes Bud Cleveland up the trail from the CP. He 
and the "Old Guys" in the platoon had quite a reunion. Bud 
had brought a bottle or two with him and the party started. 
Harold Caya from the 1st platoon joined the party. Then a 
Captain from the 132nd came to visit, I don't remember his 
name, but he had been in the platoon at one time. The 
captain had also brought a bottle with him. As the afternoon 
wore on, the captain went back to the 132nd and returned 
with another bottle. 
We were still carrying our weapons to chow. While the 
partiers were eating, Chas Brewer blew a hole in the mess 
tent roof with is 12 Gauge riot Gun. Accidentally I'm sure. 
Right after they came back from chow, Lt. Bonney came 
up the hill to see what was going on. They pushed him over 
the edge of the hill into a bamboo thicket. Shortly after that 
Captain Leroy Baird came up and ended the celebration. 
After a month or so S/Sgt. Bud Cleveland was rotated 
home. 
I was given a chance to move to the CP as orderly 
room clerk. I told my platoon sergeant Mink Major that I 
thought I would just stay with the weapons platoon. He told 
me that if I didn't take the job "he would kick my behind up to 
my shoulders". So I took the job and went to work for Gil 
Shirley. I stayed as orderly clerk and mail clerk until the 
Division was disbanded and I came home from Japan. 
Paul Dickerson 
"A" Company, 164th Infantry 
1630 Easton Street NW 
North Canton, OH 44720-3328 
(Editor Note: Thanks for the great tory about a well de erved 
relaxing party. I remember LeRoy Baird a a 2nd Lt. 1941 Louisiana 
maneuvers. On several I occasions shared some spirits with him, 
also helped Baird take a upply of liquids aboard ship when he was 
retumingformfurlough to rejoin the 164th overseas. I knew "Bud" 
Cleveland from National Guard days. Nice seeing you at the reunion. 
Long drive from Ohio to Bismarck, ND). 
A Company 
Picture taken in front of our hole on Bougainville, 1943. 
Right to Left: Sitting "Shorty" Young, 
Ralph "Mink" Major, Paul Dickerson 
Joe Emil, Chas. Brewer, John "Bucky" Butkovich, Harold 
"Nose" Caya. 
Friends love the person you were and 
the one you've become. 
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Reunion Attendees 
The following members were present at the 57th annual reunion of the 164th infantry regiment at Bismarck, North Dakota 
13 thru 15 September 2002 
164th Infantry Regiment Headquarters Company Company A 
Gerald M. Skogley ......................................... St. Paul, MN Joseph A. Castagneto ...................................... Lincoln, AL 
Eugene T. Jensen ........................................ Glendive, MT Nicolle Castegneto .......................................... Billings, MT 
Douglas P. Burtell ......................................... Bowman, ND Paul E. Dickerson ........................................... Canton, OH 
Raymond F. Sinkbeil ......................... Medicine Lodge, KS Gilbert Shirley .............................................. Bismarck, ND 
Gordon St Claire ................................... Detroit Lakes, MN Don Stevens ............................................ Watford City, ND 
Donald Eichelberger .................................. Sharpsville, PA Edith I. Tuff (John) ............................................. Fargo, ND 
Wendell W. Wichmann ........................... Cockeysville, MD 
164th Infantry Regiment Service Company Laura Ventsch ................................................... Minot, ND 
John A. Kurtz ..................................................... Havre, MT Warren Ventsch .......................................... Valley City, ND 
James F. Fenelon .................................... Marshalltown, IA 
Cliff Ottinger ................................................. Corvallis, MT 
Rahe Clancy ......................................... Severna Park, MD Company B 
Alba Clancy (Ellis) ........................................... Buffalo, ND Robert M. Carr .............................................. Oakland, CA 
Charlie Clancy ...................................... Severna Park, MD Russ Elvrum ............................................... Washburn, ND 
Lester G. Wichmann ............................... Minneapolis, MN William J. Hagen ........................................ Moorhead, MN 
Kenneth B. Shaver .................................. East Bethel, MN Brenton C. Knudson .................................... Petaluma, CA 
Horace F. Nearhood ........................................ Toledo, OH 
164th Infantry Regiment Anti-tank Company Dorothy Kjera (Mel) ...................................... Maxbass, ND 
Anton C. Beer .............................................. Bismarck, ND Vince R. Powers ........................................... Hamilton, MT 
Stephen A. Chemistruck ........................ Albuquerque, NM C.harles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND 
Clarence G. Schultz .................................... Bismarck, ND Lester G. Wichmann ............................... Minneapolis, MN 
Frank Dempsey ............................................. Riverside, IL Donald L. Wirtz ...................................... Detroit Lakes, MN 
George R. Hamer ....................................... Melbourne, FL 
John L. Strauss ................................................ Lisbon, ND Dear Co B; I'm in town for my mo 
Charles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND local hospital. Walking the 
Ralph H. Oehlke ............................................. Kathryn, ND 
Albert Olenberger ....................................... Rapid City, SD 
reunion .... wowl My uncle SNwrrutn Olson· KIA -
Nov 5th '42. Hi Vincel Signed Al Olson. 
Art Pepple ................................................ Fessenden, ND 
164th Infantry Regiment - Band 
Ralph H. Oehlke ............................................. Kathryn, ND 
Company C 
Clarence 0. Blecha ................................ Grand Forks, ND 
Treumann Lykken ................................... Grand Forks, ND 
164th Infantry Regiment - Medics 
Ken Lystad ...................................................... Stanley, ND Company D 
Ed Mulligan ........................................... Detroit Lakes, MN Clement J. Fox ................................................. Felton, MN 
Lyle F. Mollet ...................................................... Mesa, AZ Edwin J. Kjelstrom ............................................ Rugby, ND 
Gerald Sanderson ..................................... Willow City, ND Donna Kjonaas (Robert) ............................. Bismarck, ND 
Leland Simek .............................................. Bottineau, ND Albert Martin ......................................................... Kief, ND 
Joe Poleschook ................................................... Max, ND 
164th Infantry Regiment - Headquarters & Headquarters Co 1st BN Edith I. Tuff (John) ............................................. Fargo, ND 
Charles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND Henry A. & Borgny Violett ................................. Leeds, ND 
Wendell W. Wichmann ........................... Cockeysville, MD Wendell W. Wichmann ........................... Cockeysville, MD 
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164th Infantry Regiment Headquarters & 
Headquarters Co 2nd BN 
Joe Cuellar ................................................... Corrales, MN 
Laila Burns Hedstrom (Eddie) ...................... Hoffman, MN 
Dennis Hedstrom ......................................... Hoffman, MN 
Paul H. Longaberger ............................. Williamstown, WV 
Raymond F. Sinkbeil ......................... Medicine Lodge, KS 
Charles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND 
Company E 
Earl "Red" Cherrey ........................................ Fairview, MT 
Joel Fedje ........................................................ Hoople, ND 
Charlotte J. Flexhaug .................................... Williston, ND 
Charlene M. Tittsworth ................................ Miles City, MT 
Charles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND 
Company F 
John N. Alme .................................................... Hemet, CA 
Rudolph Edwardson .............................. Detroit Lakes, MN 
George B. Laughlin ...................................... Glendive, MT 
Walter Rivinius ........................................... Moorhead, MN 
Company G 
Ben Glatt ..................................................... Bismarck, ND 
Peter H. Grant ................................................... Strum, WI 
Warren C. Griffen ....................................... Valley City, ND 
Eugene T. Jensen ........................................ Glendive, MT 
Kenneth F. Keyes ........................................ .. . Marshall, Ml 
Hamlin L. Kjelland .................................... Gig Harbor, WA 
Elmo R. Olson ................................................... Finley, ND 
Donald Robinson ......................................... Bismarck, ND 
Bernard A. Wagner ..................................... Valley City, ND 
Company H 
George R. Hamar ....................................... Melbourne, FL 
Charles H. Walker ........................................ Pembina, ND 
Albert F. Wiest ............................................... Olympia, WA 
164th Infantry Regiment Headquarters & Headquarters Co 3rd BN 
Melvin P. Bork ............................................ Moorhead, MN 
Merrit Ogren ................................................... Edgeley, ND 
Company I 
None 
Company K 
Anton C. Beer .............................................. Bismarck, ND 
Willis G. Clark .............................................. Dickinson, ND 
Harry Dolyniuk ............................................. Thomson, GA 
Alice Gaugler (Ralph) .................................. Bismarck, ND 
Rose Mann .................................................. Bismarck, ND 
Neyl (Mac) Mcclure ..................................... Bismarck, ND 
Company L 
Omer Carroll Rudrud ...................................... Bedford, VA 
Alvin Tollefsrud .............................................. Mayville, ND 
Company M 
William J. Tucker ........................................... Edmond, OK 
Edith I. Tuff (John) ............................................. Fargo, ND 
Albert F. Wiest ............................................... Olympia, WA 
Ed. Note: You might find it interesting to count the number of reunion 
attendees that came from many states other than ND. Maybe the 45 
members in and around Bismarck/Mandan area decided not to 
attend the reunion because of the traffic jam and conjested area 
created by the fall festival. People of our age come to reunions to 
see old friends as we have attended many, many, many festivals, 
and arts and crafts shows in our time. The news media told me that 
most of their media coverage was about the festival. Only 5 members 
from the Bismarck/Mandan area attended the reunion. 
Du s are th life blood f any a s ciati n. Failure 
to pay dues i the start of the demise of an 
association. 2003 Dues are due 1 January 2003. 
Dues are $10. 00. Save your Association by mailing 
in your dues early. Life Membership only $50.00 
Thanks 
Ben Kemp, S/T 
Remember the MP' s are on alert 
0/17e f~zzle 
4rn~fe 
C.ct/17 /~11 :Che 
A..CJC)rn w~Zh 
,,(}..U,_/17,,(}..h~/17<2 , 
57th Annual Business Meeting of the 164th Infantry Association 
The 57th Annual Business Meeting of the 164th Infantry 
Association was called to order by our President Don 
Robinson at 1000 hours, September 14th, 2002. 
Officers Present: 
Don Robinson, President 
Frank Eide, Vice President 
Ben Kemp, Secretary/Treasurer 
Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all present, led by our 
president. 
The minutes of the 2001 business meeting were published 
in the November 2001 issue of the 164th Newsletter and were 
adopted by voice vote. 
Finance Committee 
Bernie Wagner, Chairman 
Wally Johnson, Member 
Earl L. "Red" Cherrey, Member 
Time and place committee: Members were unhappy with 
the Holiday Inn. A motion was made that the reunion be held 
at the Radisson Inn, Bismarck, ND. It was seconded, voted 
on and passed. President Robinson stated that we would try 
to get the Radisson for next year. The problem is that our 
numbers are decreasing, and we may have trouble finding a 
hotel that will accept us at this late date. Hotels are normally 
booked two years in advance. 
Nominating committee 
No one would accept the Vice Presidents position, so Frank 
Eide and Ben Kemp were placed in office by acclamation. 
Old Business: None 
New Business 
Don Robinson stated that a free bus would be available 
for those who wish to ride to the Veteran's Cemetery at 2 p 
m. The bus will be at the front of the hotel. 
It was announced that the month of October is the 60th 
Anniversary of the landing on Guadalcanal. Everyone that 
served on the Canal were asked to stand-up. They were 
applauded by the other members. Jim Fenelon then stated 
he would run a special edition of the newsletter next month 
with a lot of information and pictures on Guadalcanal. He 
asked if anyone had any special stories, to let h·im know, so 
he could print them in the next newsletter. 
Don Robinson stated that the executive committee met 
on the 12th of September 2002 and that from now on the 
newsletter would be printed three times a year: February, June 
and November. It was agreed to take $5,000.00 from the G.D. 
to place in the checking account to support the Association 
and the Newsletter. If funds are available we will continue to 
print the newsletter three times in the year 2004. If not 
available one or all of the following options could be instated: 
(1) The Number Of Pages To Be Reduced. 
(2) The Color Will Be Reduced Or Eliminated. 
(3) The Number Of Publications Will Have To Be Reduced 
To Two Publications Per Year. 
As president, Don felt strongly that safeguarding the funds 
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was his repsonsibility and maintenance of our monument was 
also our responsibility. 
Fenelon's opinion was the monument was given to the 
Veterans Cememtery with no strings attached, and we are 
not repsonsible for the maintenance of the monument. He 
spoke at length, about how it now belongs to the cemetery. 
He reiterated about the amount of money the veteran's 
cemetery has received from a grant. 
Edith Tuff, associate member asked "what are we going 
to do with the $20,000.00 in G.D.?" President Robinson stated 
that the money be kept for emergencies, etc., and when the 
Association is disbanded, it will be turned over to the Veterans 
Cemetery. Edith said that would be great as the cemetery is 
near and dear to all the 164th members. 
Bernie Wagner reported that the Executive Committee had 
already met and that a decision had already been made 
regarding these funds and the newsletter. That is the purpose 
of the Executive Committee, to make these decisions. 
Jim then made a motion to table the discussion until a 
later date, it was seconded, voted upon, and passed. 
Several resolutions were made by James Fenelon. The 
first one was to have the association support Msgt Woodrow 
Keeble for the Congressional Medal of Honor for heroic action 
in Korea on or about October 15, 1951. Resolutions were 
made, thanking members for the work done in preparing for 
the reunion. Thanks were extended to Ed Mulligan of Detroit 
Lakes for giving his Guadalcanal display to the Association. 
Eide and Kemp were thanked for bringing the Guadalcanal 
display to Bismarck. Thanks to Gregory Heinz, Warren 
Ventsch and Allen Schuldt for the fine displays that were set 
up for the reunion. Jim asked members to support a resolution 
requesting the North Dakota Department of Transportation 
show the Veterans Cemetery on the State Maps, and that all 
the monuments at the Capitol Grounds be listed on the State 
Maps. All resolutions were unanimously adopted. 
The Art Anderson Family from Harvey, N.Dak., and John 
Strauss, a member of the Anti Tank Company presented a 
Japanese Samurai Sword to President Don Robinson. 
Pictures were taken of the presentation. The Samurai Sword 
was then passed to Major Conlin, the historian for the North 
Dakota Army National Guard. It will be placed in the Guards 
Museum. Bernie Wagner reported that the financial records 
were in order, and accepted as is. They will be printed in the 
next newsletter. 
A motion was made and seconded to adjourn. Meeting 
was adjourned at 1045 hours, 14 September 2002. 
Respectfully submitted by Ben Kemp, Secretary/Treasurer. 
A memorial service was conducted prior to the meeting 
by Father William A. Rushford. Colors were presented by 
members of the North Dakota Army National Guard. Thirty-
seven names were read by James M. Fenelon for the last roll 
call. As each name was read a candle was extinguished by 
Don Robinson and a bell was rung by Bernard A. Wagner. 
SFC Mitch Olson of the 188th Army Band sang "How Great 
Thou Art'' and "The Lord's Prayer''. Taps was played by Brian 
C. Berg, 188th Army Band. 
My October 13, 1942 
continued fronz page 3 
Just as the sun was setting, the US and Navy ships 
transports had left the area, a group of men were talking on the 
beach when an explosion sent sand flying about 100 yards to 
the west. Moments later a second explosion occured only fifty 
yards away ... l hurriedly departed to check my equipment at 
that friendly foxhole. Pistol Pete, Japanese artillery, was making 
his presents known by shelling the beach area after his first 
two sighting-in shots. The last American navy destroyer in the 
bay raced Northwestward to try to silence the Japanese land 
artillery pieces. After about an hour of dual sounding battle the 
shells landing on the beach stopped. 
It was now dark and the move to a safer (if there was such 
a place) area was most urgent. Finally, Second Battalion was 
organized late in the evening and was able to march off the 
beach towards the East, and along side of the airstrip. Near 
mid-night the column was stopped as word was passed of a 
new danger: Condition Black, meaning invasion. We were 
instructed to find what-ever shelter we could with no lights or 
smoking permitted. Many of the men lay in the ditches on either 
side of the temporary road we were hiking on. I found two bales 
of sand bags near a tree. I moved them so I could lie between 
them with a coconut tree at the North end. Another medic joined 
me. In the darkness we did not realize we were barely three 
hundred feet from the open area of Henderson Field. 
First there was a flare from a plane, than star shells cutting 
diagonally from the northwest. This was followed immediately 
by tremendious ground shaking explosions as the two Japanese 
battleships fired in their 14" shells. For the next forty minutes 
no sound reached our ears above the screaming shells and 
the thunderous explosions as that eleven ship Japanese armada 
fired a hundred shells, from 5" to 14", a minute into that tiny two 
square mile area held by the Marines, Navy and Army 
comprising the airstrip and the coconut groves between it and 
the beach. The shells would be exploding in and near our area, 
then move slowly westward along the airstrip, only to return to 
our area again as the Japanese gunners raked the entire area 
back and forth. The near misses would throw coral, dirt, and 
debris high into the air and sound like rushing winds as it 
returned to earth. Anything burnable was on fire along the air 
strip as half of the planes were destroyed that night. After the 
first ten minutes, I no longer prayed for survival but only that 
my "time" would be as painless as possible. 
And than it was quiet after forty minutes of the wildest 
fireworks I had ever seen or heard. No, I didn't count the number 
of shells as I was too busy hanging on to two handfulls of grass 
(the green and growing kind) in order to keep mind and body 
together and under control. Capt. Yancy (medical officer) made 
quick a check of his men but warned us that the period of calm 
could be like the center of a hurricane. 
It took just a few minutes for the Japanese ships to turn 
about and open fire again. The second forty minutes was a 
repeat of the first forty. We heard every shell, and flinched for 
two thirds of the shells because they were so close. Records 
after the war showed the two battleships fired 918 fourteen inch 
shells that night. A fourteen inch diameter shell was about sixty 
inches long and weighed 2200 pounds. Finally about 3:30 A.M. 
the heavy shelling slowed to a few parting shots, plus repeated 
bombings until dawn by one plane at a time. 
As the first light of "Day Two" filtered thru what was stately 
palm trees destroyed and shell holes were everywhere. The 
closest hit to me was at the base of the next tree, barely twenty 
feet away. Near misses to other men of the 164th were 
comonplace and everywhere. One large hospital ward dugout 
had a twenty foot crater so close to it there was barely two feet 
of dirt left between them. Slowly the men sat up and got to their 
feet, amazed that they were still all there physically as well as 
mentally. Because the Japanese did not use air bursts, 
casualities were rather light-three dead for the regiment and 
less than fifty total for the island. 
A navy historian in his book labeled this night's shelling as 
the heaviest and most concentrated naval bombardment any 
american troops ever received in the 200 year history of US 
Wars. This is understandable because the 14" shells alone 
totaled a thousand tons of explosives. The smaller stuff, 
thousands of 5" and 8" shells, and the bombs were in addition 
to that amount. 
As a quick check of the sea showed no boats in sight, we 
decided to stay for "Day Two". With the sea behind us and the 
Japanese infantry in front of us, Japanese planes were 
overhead, that seemed to be the best choice because those 
North Dakota farmers were mighty poor swimmers and no one 
could walk on water. 
The First Battalion moved to the East perimeter line. The 
second Battalion moved to the Southeast perimeter line of 
Henderson Field. Thus many of us missed the 750 shells on 
the night of the 14th and the 1500 shells on the night of the 
15th. Third Battalion was in reserve and caught many of these 
shells. 
The infantry battle for Henderson field Oct. 24, 25, & 26; the 
Koli Point drive Nov. 4 - 1 O; and the fighting above the Matanikau 
River and at Point Cruz Nov. 15 to Dec. 20 kept the 164th Inf. 
Regiment occuppied continously from the day of landing until 
Christmas of 1942. 
We finally left Guadalcanal on March 1, 1943 not for home 
but for Suva, Fiji. Christmas at home was going to be a little 
late, as Bougainville and the Phillipine Islands had priority. 
I finally made it back to Seattle, Wash. on Aug. 15, 1945, 
three years and five months after shipping out of San Francisco, 
Calif. on Mar. 19, 1942. 
The 164th Inf. of the America! Div. was given credit of 600 
days on various battle fields during World War II while I was a 
member of the unit. 
Edward F. Mulligan 
Combat Medic 
1032 Rossman Ave. 
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501 
(Editors Note: Info source-Janes Fighting Ships, 1966. 
The Battleships Haruna and Kongo carried 3 catapult launched 
sea planes to assist the battleships locate targets. The float planes 
dropped flares over the target area, ie: Henderson Field on 
Guadalcanal, to help the battleships and other enemy escort ships 
zero in on the very small land area held by the 1st Marine Division 
and the 164th. To see the greenish flares floating down and an 
occasional bomb screaming down along with jap naval shells 
exploding, augmented by star shells plus the fires started by the 
naval bombardment and the horrific noise is a pyrotechnics di play 
that will always be remembered particularly when one is the subject 
matter to be destroyed.) 
* See pg 19 for Kongo and Haruna Ship Specs. 
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To The Editor : 
June 20, 2002 
Dear Fred, We won't be making the reunion this year due to 
other commitments. 
Enclosed is our check for $30.00. Dues - $10.00, tickets-
$10.00, paper-$10.00. 
Hope you have a good one & greet the boys for us. 
Sincerely, 
Don & Lorraine Hoffman 
702 12 Ave. SE 
Jamestown, ND 58401 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 8, 2002 
Ben Kemp, Please send 2 bumper stickers. Enclosed find 
$20.00. $5 for the stickers, and $15 to the newsletter. 
Thanks. 
Mr. William J. Hagen 
105 8th Ave. S 
Moorhead, MN 56560 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 9, 2002 
Ben: If the bumper sticker has been shown in the 164th News, 
I'm sorry I missed it somehow. So, please send two (2)-
postage included. Check for 2 stickers enclosed+ postage. 
$25 for the 164th Newsletter. 
Thank you. 
Otto E. Heath 
235 S Beach #13 
Anaheim, CA 92804 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Ben, Enclosed check for $10.00 for four (4) bumper 
stickers. 
If possible please send me 2 of them and one each to my 
daughters. 
Address labels enclosed. 
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Thank you. 
Robert J. Olson 
709 Jackson Ave 
Nixa, MO 65714-8463 
Hello Ben, Enclosed is a check for $10.00 - $5.00 for (2) 
bumper stickers. Use the other $5 for the little magazine. I 
really enjoy it. As William always looked forward to getting it. 
Thank you for your dedication. 
Lois Hall 
P.O. Box 626 
Sand Point, ID 8364-0626 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 10, 2002 
Dear Sir: I am unable to attend the reunion but I'm enclosing 
a check for $75.00 to be used as follows: 
$50.00 to be donated to the 164th Infantry News in memory 
of my wife Crystal , who passed away January 16, 2002. 
$10.00 for raffle tickets, $10.00 for my dues, and $5.00 for 2 
bumper stickers. 
Good Luck. 
Sincerely, 
Wallace G. Olson 
14322 Admiralty Way Unit 9 
Lynnwood, WA 98037-1737 
425-7 43-0634 
P.S. If I'm lucky enough to win the raffle I wish to donate it to 
the 164th Infantry News. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August 31 , 2002 
Dear Jim and Ben: This letter is to thank you many times 
over for your splendid work, creativity and dedication in getting 
the 164th Infantry newsletter to its members. 
Yours is no ordinary newsletter. Not only is it an excellent 
piece of work with its photographs, stories and historical 
anecdotes but probably even more important, it keeps 
communication stimulated and alive between its members, 
separated by years and miles. 
The point is-don't change it or reduce it in any way. What is 
that saying-"there are those who know the cost of everything 
and the value of nothing". Well the newsletter has a value all 
its own and it only gets better with every issue . 
Always, all the best.... 
Marjorie Dobervich 
312 Burke Blvd. 
Devils Lake, ND 58301 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'There is on(y one yretty chi(d and 
every mother has it. 
J 
July 15, 2002 
Howdy, Coincidentally, I wrote a short letter on 8 July and 
returned the raffle tickets. Then on 13 July I received the June 
2002 issue of "The 164th Infantry News". 
Page 9 of this Quarterly shows two things, which symbolically 
go hand in hand. 164th Infantry News article presumably by 
Jim Fenelon, the Editor, hits the nail on the head. 
Each Quarterly prints a list of "Last Roll Call" or as it is referred 
to in my Naval Weather Service Assoc. a "Necrology" list. 
Unlike my NWSA group which continues to renew itself from 
current active duty members, the 164th Infantry Association 
have fewer and fewer members, even associate as the years 
pass. 
I understand from one of the letters in the June issue Jim 
Fenelon turned 80 on 8 April. Shucks, I am a Johnny come 
lately as my 76th birthday was 12 April so Jim has me by 4 
years. 
The 2nd item on page 9 shows a Jap Marine who had killed 
himself, Sepeku comes to mind for that action, and that is 
where I see the symbolism of action suggesting to reduce the 
164th newsletter to two times a year. 
The Editor indicates there is more than ample historical 
material to continue 4 times a year publication. 
Might I suggest some of the gray beard nay Sayers instead of 
trying to prematurely kill off the publication, make an annual 
contribution of cash to help keep it afloat. As indicated in my 
letter of a week ago, I not only talk about it, I put money on 
the line to help keep this publication alive. I do that as the 
articles and letters are of interest to me, though I had only a 
few months contact with the 164th during Negros operation 
of the Southern Philippine Islands campaign. As far as I have 
been able to determine, only Chuck Walker of those I knew is 
still around. 
Keep this publication going 4 times a year! 
Cordially, 
Zane E. Jacobs 
2075 Mariposa St 
Seaside, CA 93955-3316 
P.S. I have the Membership Directory. Now I wonder if records 
exist which show ALL who served in the 164th Infantry from 
its inception as part of the America! Division on New Caledonia 
in 1942? Were Company daily reports preserved? Names in 
my squad I recall were Buck Sgt. Brown, Tom Purvis, Lazano, 
Hale & Gower. All I suspect have walked the wind by now as 
did Jack Kachel my platoon Sgt. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Ben, I am sending my dues $10.00 and $10.00 for the 
paper. You are doing a good job. 
John Samson 
P.O. Box 269 
Cavalier, ND 58220-0269 
(Ed. Note: Thanks) 
August20,2002 
Dear Ben, Thank you for a great Reunion-my wife wasn't up 
to par but she enjoyed it very much also, especially the 
Lawrence Welk imitator. I don't think I have heard her laugh 
so much as she did that night for a couple of years. 
The other thing I want you to do for me is this. I paid $38.00 
for 1 luncheon ticket for my son and 2 tickets for the banquet 
for my son & daughter-in-law. My son attended both but my 
daughter-in-law works surgery at the hospital and was on 
call that Saturday and was called in that morning and worked 
all day and into the evening, so she did not get to the banquet. 
I do not want my money back, but if you can just put it into the 
Newsletter fund and along with the $20.00 I sent on 8-29-02 
you can credit me with $35.00 to this fund. 
Again thanks for a good time and hopefully we all will be able 
to get together next year. 
Sincerely, 
Al & Fran Olenberger 
3420 Corral Drive Apt. 211 
Rapid City, SD 57702 
My son was pretty proud of his associate membership. 
(Ed. Note: Thanks Al & Fran for your continuing support of the 
164 Newsletter. Makes the road ahead easier, and gives one courage 
to continue in the face of hard core resistance.) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 16, 2002 
Dear Ben, I am sending a check for a directory $4.00, 2 
bumper stickers $5, and $50.00 for the newsletter. If you are 
out of directories put the $4.00 in the News fund. 
It is with rather mixed emotions that I have learned that there 
are members who want to cut back on the 164th News. That 
decision should be left in the hands of those who have worked 
so hard to put it together. We, as readers, are very fortunate 
to have a group of people who are willing and able to produce 
such a first class news bulletin. 
Keep up the good work. "I've never seen a Brinks truck in a 
funeral procession". 
Charles T. Bell 
113 E. Bay Ave. 
Newport Beach, CA 92661 
949-675-5657 
(Ed. Note: Your support is greatly appreciated and by the 
memberships. Thanks). 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
gake time to laugh, it's the music 
of the soul. 
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July 9, 2002 
Dear Mr. Robinson, This letter is in regard to my father, John 
W. Livingstone. Knowing how important his service was to 
him, I wanted to inform you of my father's death on June 9th 
of lung cancer; he was 83 years old. 
Dad served in the army for two years in Guadalcanal and in 
the National Guard for nearly two years. Over his lifetime he 
talked about his experiences and the special friendships he 
developed during that time. He still had his uniform and, in 
his final days, insisted I sew some patches on his Eisenhower 
jacket for him. Next to his music (he was an accomplished 
musician in jazz and swing playing many instruments) this 
was the most important time of his life. 
I hope that Dad will be listed in your next "Last Roll Call" and 
that you'll also list my address as a contact. Please call me 
should you have any questions about this request or more 
information to pass on to me as a survivor to my father. 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Livingstone 
134 S. Telegraph Hill Rd. 
Holme!, NJ 07733 
Hm: 732-615-0887 
Vvk:212-354-1887,x3113 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Friends, Unable to attend the reunion this year. Enclosed 
find a check for $30.00. $10.00 for tickets, $20.00 for 
newsletter or what ever. 
Keep up the good work with the newsletter. The wife and I 
enjoy it very much. Hope reunion is great. 
Len Pfarr 
"H" Company 
17 Vvest Road 
Circle Pines, MN 55014 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
August 11 , 2002 
Dear Ben Kemp, I was not aware of the 164th Infantry News 
until I received a copy, courtesy of K. (Art) Fosaaen who paid 
my membership. 
I served with "Art" in Hq. Det. 2nd Bn 164th Infantry. 
I would like to return the favor by paying Art's and my 
membership for the coming year. Also please send two 
bumper stickers and directory if available and I would like to 
contribute $100.00 to the 164th Newsletter. Please accept 
this check for $129.00. 
Sincerely, 
Harold Bjornstad 
31707 Oakville Road 
Shedd, OR 97377-9764 
(Ed. Note: Harold, your generous contribution will be a great help 
to keep the 164th News going to the membership. Thanks.) 
14 
Hi Ben, Here is a check for my life membership dues. Hope it 
helps keep things going. · 
Vveather here is hot as hell. Right now it is 105 degrees and 
only ten in the morning. Oh well, we can take it. 
I am waiting for the next edition. I hope you my get my name 
on the list. 
I am sending $5 extra dollars for the bumper stickers. 
My typing is not so hot, don't know how I get all these words 
together. Must be me. 
LeRoy E. Smith 
309 Skyview Ter. 
Hot Springs, AZ 71901-3835 
(Ben K. SIT I think this guy is 90 years old. Joined the N.G. in 
Fargo, ND in 1928.) (Ed. Note: ]MF - It is spirit like your that will 
keep the 164th pirit alive for many years. Thanks for the Life 
Membership.) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August 2, 2002 
Ben, I think my son will be in Bismarck the 13th - 14th. So I 
would like to make him a member of our association. He spent 
1 O years in the army, which included 2 tours of duty in Vietnam. 
He was a Drill Instructor in Fort Knox, Kentucky and also was 
in the Airborne Infantry in Fort Bragg, N.C. In Vietnam he was 
in the 1st Air Cavalry. You can send his card to me. 
Scott Olenberger 
1014 6th Street 
Devils Lake, ND 58301 
I hope $10.00 is right, if not let me know and I will send the 
balance. Thanks. 
Al Olenberger 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Ben, My husband Edward Gaik was a proud veteran of 
Co. K 164th Infantry. He enjoyed seeing everyone at the last 
reunion in Bismarck. At that time he was in ill health. However, 
he needed to be at the reunion, it meant so much to him to be 
with men of the 164th. He passed away in March. I also 
enjoyed the company of many of the wives. It was a great 
time. 
In his memory I'm sending you $100.00 and an additional 
$50.00 from his sister and brother-in-law, Rose and Jack 
Sochvuk to be used as you need. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. Isabella Gaik 
2055 North Newland Ave 
Chicago, IL 60707-3335 
(Ed. Note: The donation from you and Ed's sister and brother-in-
/aw is accepted with our deepest sympathy). 
September 3, 2002 
Dr. Mr. Robinson, Enclosed is my check in the amount of 
$20.00 to cover my Associate Member dues and the drawing 
tickets you folks sent out. If it should happen that one of my 
tickets is a winner, please consider the $164.00 a donation to 
the Newsletter publication fund. 
I truly enjoy receiving the Newsletter and read most everything 
in it; as did my father. I remember how proud he was to have 
served with the 164th. According to him, and my uncle Knute 
(Art} Fosaaen, the marines were damn lucky that the 164th 
showed up on Guadalcanal. My dad has been gone for over 
25 years now, but I know his spirit is smiling as you folks get 
together each year at this time. 
My uncle Art is not in the best of health and most likely won't 
be attending the 164th reunion this year. He lives in 
Jacksonville, Florida and seldom missed attending a reunion; 
sometimes driving all the way to North Dakota to spend time 
with old friends from the 164th. I know he would enjoy a phone 
call or letter. His phone number is: 904-744-7813. His address 
is: 3550 Marsh Creek Drive, Jacksonville , FL 32277. 
Thank you for allowing me to be a part of your organization. 
Have a wonderful reunion this year, and for many more to 
come. 
Sincerely, 
Brian Fosaaen 
910 12th Ave E 
Dickinson, ND 58601 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August6, 2002 
To Frank Eide, 164th Infantry Association, I was really looking 
forward to attending this year's reunion, and now find that I 
won't make it. It sounds like you have a great reunion planned. 
I'm enclosing checks for the Raffle and one for the Newsletter 
fund. $100.00 
Greetings to all at the reunion. 
Mary Kingston 
201 E. Westwood Lane 
Union, WA 98592 
(Ed. Note: Thanks for a great gift to the keep the 164th News going 
to the members). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hi Frank, Here is my check for the raffle and dues. Also $5.00 
for bumper stickers. I have often wondered if there was anyone 
younger than myself when we went to LA. I was 15 1/2. I 
believe Brenan was my age but know of no others. Just a 
thought. I was in Co. B. 
Thanks 
Gradus Boshorn 
3029 Jeanne Road 
Augusta, GA 30906-3277 
Rapid City, S.D. August 29, 2002 
Dear Ben & Jim, I should have done this a long time ago but 
with medical problems, both mine and Fran's, it got delayed. 
I say keep the 164th news to quarterly and print it in color- (I 
like the funny papers) and to back up my statement I am 
enclosing a check for $20.00 to help pay for it. 
There are two publications that really make my day when 
they show up in my mailbox here in Rapid City, one of course 
is the 164th news and the other is the publication by the North 
Dakota American Legion. Both of these help keep me up with 
what is going on and what has happened in the past. I would 
assume some of our members that are against this are pretty 
comfortable with their life style as they probably live in the 
same place that they did when they went into the service, but 
I have lived at 5 different addresses since leaving the Harvey, 
ND area and really appreciate the news that I receive from 
the two publications. 
None of us like to see the many names in the last roll call 
page but at least we know that they have gone to a better 
place. 
I am not sure yet if we will be in Bismarck on the 13th, but we 
will sure try if all the ailments will stay away for a few days. 
Thank you again for a fine newsletter. 
Sincerely, 
Al Olenberger 
Al & Fran Olenberger 
3420 Corral Drive #211 
Rapid City, SD 57702 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
September 6, 2002 
To Whom it May Concern, I want the 164th Infantry newsletter 
sent 4 times a year. It is our connection with our buddies and 
friends. 
Yours very sincerely, 
Arvid T. Thompson 
Member of 164th Infantry Co. F 
P.S. Roy Olson, Francis Sommers, John Godana, Bob 
Ghermann. A few other names that feel the same way 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June 28, 2002 
Frank Eide, Enclosed is a triple ten, $30.00 check for annual 
dues, raffle tickets and f_or the Newsletter. 
Circumstances require me to be a primary caregiver again 
for another person so we will not be able to attend the annual 
reunion. 
Stanley T. Gadomski 
13 Cree Drive 
Oxon Hill , MD 20745 
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September 6, 2002 
Don Robinson, My wife and I have finally decided that we will 
not attend the reunion this year. At age 84 it becomes more 
and more difficult to think about travel. Maybe next year! 
I've enclosed a check in the amount of $50, $10 for annual 
dues which I assume are for 2003, since I've already paid my 
2002 dues; $1 O for raffle tickets and an additional $30 for the 
newsletter. I do enjoy receiving and reading the newsletter. 
Each year the ranks are getting thinner. Never-the less, should 
you run into any of my friends, e.g. Tony Beer, members of 
Co. L with whom I served in Guadalcanal, members of Co. K 
with whom I served in Bougainville and Leyte, and any 
member of the band with whom I served during the early days 
in Camp Claiborne and a few weeks in the Pacific. Please 
greet them for me. 
Best wishes and have a great reunion! 
Ray Ellerman 
2825 Legend Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89134 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August 19, 2002 
Dear John, I am writing to inquire if you know of any outfit 
reunion that could be in the making for this year. I was in the 
Anti Tank Company of the 164th America! Division on the 
entire tour of the South Pacific during World War II. Starting 
with the Beach Head landing on Guadalcanal in 1942. I was 
the Company clerk after a year in combat, and then later I 
was transferred to Service Company of the 164th and was 
finally discharged as 1st Sergeant of the Service Company in 
September 1945, with the point of discharge at Ft. Lewis, 
Washington. 
Would you happen to know of any of the members of both 
Anti Tank and Service Company still living and would you 
please forward their names to me. Thanks for your early reply. 
Yours Truly, 
Howard W. Sievers 
1919 Bailey Hill Rd. Apt. 118 
Eugene, OR 97405-1126 
(Ed. Note: JMF- I am sending you an application so you can join 
and receive the 164th Infantry News. Not to many of the old gang 
still standing). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Ben, Enclosed is for 2 stickers and the rest for the 
"News". 
Rotso ruck! Always good to know there is some of us left! 
Tom Fischer 
312 N 9th 
Moorhead, MN 56560 
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Dear Ben, $1 O for 2003 dues and $5 for 2 bumper stickers_ if 
still available. I still have some Japanese "Invasion Money" 
that came from the Philippines and believe it would be better 
off in our Museum. Where would I send it? Maybe it's on 
display already. 
Health problems will prevent me to take in anymore reunions. 
Congratulations to Jim Fenelon on his 80th. I've already hit 
87. My brother Albin "Abe" only made it to 54. 
Best regards to everyone in the 164th Association. 
Martin Beilke 
1300 South Border #155 
Weslaco, TX 78596-7 400 
("f!,d. Note: Martin, sorry to learn about your health condition. 
Thanks for the birthday greetings. Jfyou want to send the Japanese 
"Invasion Money" to me I will send it to the Museum. Thanks). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 7, 2002 
Dear Jim and Ben, I would like to congratulate you for the 
excellent job you do on the Newsletter. I would really like to 
see it continue as long as possible . 
I spent about 5 years with the 164th Medics. Most of it with 
the 3rd BN. Discharged in 1945. Joined the 231 st Eng rs. in 
1949. Active duty 1950. Discharged in 1952. Joined the 468th 
Engrs. USA R. Continued with the reserves until retirement. 
Hope this finds you all well. 
Sincerely, 
Ken Lystad (Maj. Ret.) 
Box 515 
Stanley, ND 58784 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August25,2002 
Dear Don, I am sorry that I will not be able to attend this 
year's reunion, due to illness. 
Enclosed you will find $50; $1 O for tickets, and $40 for Big 
Jim. He is doing a very good job on the newsletter. 
Sincerely, 
John Landowski 
2200 S. 29th St. 43S 
Grand Forks, ND 58201-5869 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 3, 2002 
Hi you guys, I'm sending $10.00 for tickets - $10.00 for the 
newsletter. I just love reading it. Just brings back such happy 
memories. Happy 4th of July to all! 
God Bless 
Alys Mae Larson 
(Widow of Art Larson Reqt. Hq. Co.) 
June 1, 2002 
Ben, Thanks for sending me the Newsletter. Keith Bjerke didn't 
mention he was a "General" when I asked him about the 164th. 
He seemed like a nice guy anyway. I didn't know about your 
organization and I am glad to hear you are doing OK. 
I have enclosed $50 for a life membership. I joined L Co. in 
Hillsboro in February 1948 (to the best of my recollection); 
was activated with L Co. in January 1951 and sent to Camp 
Rucker, Alabama; left there for Korea in June or early July; 
and rotated home and was honorably discharged on July 18, 
1952. My rank at discharge was Master Sergeant. My serial 
number was NG27759975 (I think). 
Although we, L Co. and the 164th, were pretty well scattered 
around during the Korean War, I'm sure I will remember many 
of your "senior'' members. I went back to Korea last fall. The 
Korean War Memorial in Seoul has bronze plaques with the 
names of all U.S. KIA's, by state. I think there were 267 from 
North Dakota listed, several from L Co. and others I knew. It 
was a memorable moment with the Korean ROK soldiers 
standing at attention and reverent music piped in. I was with 
the 2nd Division, which is still there, and we were treated 
royally, not only by the military units but also by the Korean 
people. 
I have always been proud to have been a member of the 
164th Infantry, North Dakota National Guard. I look forward 
to receiving the Newsletter, and if I can I'd like to attend a 
reunion, before too long. Thank General Bjerke for me for 
following through. 
Cordially, 
Duane L. Anderson 
a.k.a. "Grunt" 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 8, 2002 
Hi Jim, Have wanted to do this for some time, but haven't 
been in the right mood to do so. Am now confined to a wheel 
chair & am using oxygen every day, so it does slow one up a 
little, thinking and doing. 
Keep up the news. I surely wait for it so I can see what has 
been going on. 
Thanks so much. 
Raymond L. Sawyer 
5415 69th Ave N Apt 233 
Brooklyn Center, MN 55429 
(Ed. Note: Sorry to hear about your health problems. Next time I 
am in Mpls./B. Center I will visit you. Thanks for your support). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Committee, I am sorry to inform you that John Bergh 
died of a heart attack February 20, 2002. He was very proud 
of serving in the 164th. 
Sincerely, 
Marie Gergh 
2358 Sonoma Drive 
Nokonis, FL 34275 
August 7, 2002 
Sirs: Greetings from Vancouver, Washington!!! It's been some 
time since my wife, Sue and I made one of the reunions. I did 
want to let you good people know, we won't be making the 2002 
reunion - I'm 81 this year and traveling isn't too good for me. 
Did you enjoy the article on A.C. "Tony" Beer, my old Company 
Commander- K Co. - Guadalcanal? Happy 90th, TONY. This 
is an accomplishment in itself, to be able to reach 90 yrs. 
Have enclosed a check for the following: 
Thanks! 
Newsletter $100.00 
4 Bumper Stickers 
Directory 
3 Raffle Tickets 
Sincerely, 
10.00 
4.00 
10.00 
$124.00 
John E. Gunderson (LM) 
8808 NW Lakeshore Ave 
Vancouver, WA 98665-6526 
( Ed. Note: It's gifts like yours that will help keep the 164th News 
serving a rapidly diminishing membership. Your support of the 164th 
News is really appreciated. Thanks. IMF) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 5, 2002 
Dear Sirs: Enclosed is $50.00 for which you will please send 
me 4 copies of the 164th Infantry News Vol. 42 No. 2? The 
story of Ervin is of interest to our kids, and they would like a 
copy each. If this amount doesn't cover the charge, let me 
know. If it is too much keep the change. I always like, enjoy 
and look forward to your News. 
A 164th Member 
Laura Ventsch (ALM) 
1205 32nd Ave SW 
Minot, ND 58701 
(Ed. Note: Her husband was a member of A Company. Laura is an 
Associate Life Member. Thanks for your support). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 9, 2002 
Dear Sir: Enclosed is $10.00 for my dues, also $10.00 for the 
raffle tickets, and $10.00 for the 164th Newsletter. Which I 
enjoy very much . 
I see by the reunion program the 188th Army National Guard 
Band, will be playing. I have a granddaughter in that Band. 
Which I'm very proud of. 
Sincerely, 
Betty Anderson 
203 8th Ave W 
West Fargo, ND 58078-2604 
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July 8, 2002 
Howdy, My Filipino bride of 50+ years and I made an extended 
drive about the U.S. starting 26 May and arrived back home 
27 June. One of the brief visits we made was to Chuck & 
Hetty Walker in Pembina, ND. We had a great time the brief 
period we were there. Could only stay a couple of days as we 
were both starting to tire. 
Chuck showed me a VCR tape which was a composite of 
news items put together by Channel 11 of Fargo, ND a few 
years ago and narrated by Neil Carlson. Think it was around 
1995 or when Veterans of the 164th made their latest sojourn 
to Bougainville, not sure which. I wonder if the Association 
has that tape and perhaps spares for sale? I would like to 
buy a copy of it if there are any copies around for sale! 
My odometer showed we traveled 7676 miles from the time 
we left our driveway till we returned. Not bad for a 76-year-
old man driving a 14-year-old Oldsmobile 88 made in1988 
with a 77-year old lady riding shotgun. 
Am not going to be able to make the Sept. reunion again this 
year. I would feel like a fish out of water at one of your shindigs 
as the only one I remember from my short time in the unit 
during the Negros campaign in 1945 is Chuck Walker. 
Enclosed is ten bucks for the raffle tickets, ten bucks for 
renewal of my dues and 50 bucks to help defray the cost of 
keeping the 164th Infantry News going. 
Sincerely, 
Zane E. Jacobs 
2075 Mariposa St 
Seaside, CA 93955-3316 
(Ed. Note: Thanks for your mo t helpful donation. I will try.to locate 
a copy of the 164th videotape on the return trip to Guadalcanal in 
1992. Congratulation on a safe and happy 7676-mile trip. I am 
sure you saw a lot of the USA and met many old friends). 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June 26, 2002 
Dear Sirs: I am sorry that I can not be at the reunion this year. 
I really enjoy your newsletter. I am enclosing $40.00. $1 O for 
dues, $1 O for raffle tickets and $20 for the newsletter. 
Yours truly, 
Ervin H. Rimmer 
CCo. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 5, 2002 
Dear Ben, Enclosed find a check for $25.00. Please send 4 
decals - apply balance to Infantry News. Really enjoy the news 
- keep up the good work. 
18 
Finley K. Clarke 
P.O. Box 297 
Patten, ME 04 765 
June 4, 2002 
Ben Kemp, I would like to report that O.J. Giallonardo of Natick, 
MA passed away. He was with B Co. of the 164th. I think he 
was a member at one time. He was my company clerk in the 
Philippines till the end of the war. 
Hope you have a good summer. 
Nicholas Ostapchuk 
582 Ramona St 
Rochester, NY 14615-3232 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Sir: I won't be coming to the reunion this year but 
enclosed is my check for $35.00. Ten for the raffle tickets and 
twenty-five for The 164th Infantry News. Please keep the 
rnoney if I should win the Raffle. 
Just a short note to my old Recon Mentor, Douglas Burtell. 
Nice work on that whiskey patrol. I believe some of that talent 
later rubbed off on Eichelberger. 
You all continue to do a great job. It's appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
James E. Phillips 
433 Larry Drive 
Ringgold, GA 30736-6416 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
July 7, 2002 
Dear Bob, I thought it best to write to the Secretaryrrreasure 
as that title covers many areas. 
First, thanks to Jim Fenelon for another issue of the 164th 
News. It brings back many memories of both sad and glad 
news. Right now I would like to send in this true story I wrote 
about the Headquarters Radio Operators in Bougainville. This 
was printed in a national magazine I subscribe to "Reminise". 
I am enclosing a photo of Milton Olan sitting and me,_ Janus 
Acampora, pushing. I also have one of me in the white jacket 
with Tony Martin actor and singer. At this writing I am 85 and 
still put on senior shows in our area. Hope you find room for 
this as it gave us a chance to laugh. 
Ben, I am enclosing my check #3552 for $23.00 for the 
following: 3 raffle tickets, #'s 1600, 01 and 02, stubs enclosed, 
$10.00, $3.00 for a bumper sticker and $10.00 for my 2003 
membership god willing. Please see that gets where it goes. 
If I happen to get on the last roll call say a few kind words. I 
still keep in touch with Milton Olan, Neil Tennyson, John Juvinal 
and Don Hoffs wife , Dolores, and Bob's wife Donna. I tried to 
contact many Headquarter buddies most of them no longer 
with us. If I can be of some help, please call on me. Don't ask 
me to march, I now use a cane. Thanks for your help. I once 
left out my check but since it didn't work I'll be more careful. 
Thanks. 
Janus Acampora 
24 lnverell Drive 
Toms River, NJ 08757-5944 
732-244-4255 
July 7, 2002 
Dear Ben, I don't know about others but the 4th of July seems 
to bring back memories of my service with 164th Infantry back 
into focus. Of course the periodic 164th Infantry News articles ~ ,0 ~ ,0 0 0 ... °' 
°' ... !e 
.. N 
are another way my memories are refreshed. You are doing 0 ;e °' ::: ,;. 0 ..i !'.:: '° .., 0 co 0 IO C e 0 " a marvelous job in publishing this publication. Keep up the s • N ~ ~ ...; C « l"I N 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .., 
good work. I like other members of our organization have to .,., ... .., 0 .., 0, i read it from front to back the minute it arrives in our mailbox. N ,0 .. 0 .. .. N ... «i ..; N 0 ...i ,;. 0 2 11'1 ""' .., 11'1 co 0 • It is the glue that is holding our organization together. Since N N • .. 0 " II N C .., N 0 
most of us are in our eighties and many unable to attend the ~ ... ... ... ... 
...... 
.., 
i N ,._ ... ... 0 .. ~ .. .., .. 0 0 .,., 
yearly reunion this is one way to keep in touch. In another ten N ,;. ,..: .,; ..; ..; ..; N ~ 0 ~ ~ 
= 
N <'I ... ~ ~ :0 
or fifteen years most of us World War II vets will have met our '° .., <'I " .., .; ...; N N ..., ao ~ ~ N ... ... ... ... ... ... ... maker and the organization will be history. 
Iii ~ ~ ~ 1:1 ~ I would like to contribute a $100.00, which I realize is probably ~ i ! a "· I ~ I fl .. :, a drop in the bucket but hope that it will help with publishing ~ 
5! t Iii 8 ~ Iii e~penses. Also will include $10.00 for Lottery Tickets and I ~ f s 
§ i Ii ~ 
$5.00 for bumper stickers. ~ i 
• ; 51 8 51 i My experiences with the 164th Infantry started when I joined ~ ! 8 i a I the 1st Bn Hdqts Co as a replacement on Guadalcanal a I II : ... II ~ • 
short time before they moved to a rest area in Suva, Fiji. When I ~ ii i 1. ~ ! I ~ .. a cl ;; :l joining the company I was amazed that the unit consisted of 
-
~,~ ., g 8 8 II 
brothers, uncles, other relatives and neighbors, so blood being I ij n & § ~ I i thicker than water, it was hard to get any type of promotion. a u 5~ 
8 8 8 "' 
~: Eventually the ranks were depleted by malaria and other 8 i i ! a g i ~ z :z: 0 
causes leaving openings for the replacements to advance. I N ~ I. cl ~ ~~~ z! .; ~~! 
replaced the Bn Sgt. Major who was sent home because of QI QI ! 8 ~ o• ! I ~ § ! i ~~~ I= ... j .. i ~ Medical reasons and then later replaced the 1st Sgt. who ~8 I. i~: g" 0 .. d ~ i~; went home on points. Although I have only attended two ! ~ I I : ... ~ ~~ ~ ii z ~:;; reunions, I still correspond with some of the many friends I al ... a:: i! 8 .. .. ~ !l w made while serving in the 1st Bn Hdqts Co. ;;; ~ :/ 1 LL.. ; <"' :!:~ ~ t; 
' 
! ~ ~ :;j w I F :c ~Ill ~ I tl :. 0"' ... We all owe a depth of gratitude to all those active members !! ::~ I. ;;; ffiU 
who volunteer their time to keep our organization going. ~ 8 8 8 8 8 :ls w F ,, ~ ! 2 ~ § ~ z 0: ~ I I g w a:: le: r;t .. ~ c:~ Take care. ! 1. ~i~ ~ I ! 8 ! 8 Al Kleinhuizen I a ~ § ih ~ a 1:1 I • i. ';. ... 603 Eastfield Drive ~~~ I i ~ i Ur s Battle Creek, Ml 49015 ~ ~ i i a w i I ~ ~<i; J Alklein@netonecom.net I i ~ a m i ~ ~ ,i ... ' 8 I I ~ ~~ !i ~ ~ 1. :!! ! § I ~ b: i 0 z 
' 
... 15 ffi - ~ .. ~ 
( Ed. Note: Your kind words of praise and encouragement help soften 
the battering blows from obdurate critics opposing the 4 time 
publication of the 164th News. Your donation is no drop in the 
bucket. Any donation helps cut costs. Thanks for the donation and 
your history with the 164th). KONGO (lla~ 18th, 1912). HIEI (Nov. 21, 1912). Go.DI (u, otu): 8-lt inch, 45 cal. 
HARUNA KIRISIMA 
16-6 inch, 50 cal 
8-6inchAA. ( Uec. 14th, 1913), (Uec. 1st, 1913). 4machine . 
•••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• • •• •• Slatldotd displacement, 2!1,330 tons. Complement, 9 0. 4 landing. Torpedo tnbea (!l inch) 
K". Ueam, 95 leer.. ) J/az. drau,rht, 27i feeL tmlM'gtd. _ 
July 1, 2002 
Length { (p.p.) ~53l f~~. f ;na ,. !l~ ,, Mwn, 101/uJ. (o.a.) ,Oi 1ft u 92 
:: J ~ .. 95 Aircraft': 3 Dear Ben, Please send me two 164th colorful bumper stickers. 
I think I will enjoy putting them up someplace around here. Machilltry : P1110nskhaft(ill Harunaonly, Cnrtit'-ehalt)turbinea. Deaigued H.P.: 64,000==Hkts. 
They will be nice to have. Thank you very much. 
Boi.lera: 18 Kanpon. Fuel: Aboat 4,500 tons oil, 
li«M I Bvildtr I j{ldti,wry u• 1 c- 1 Trial, TKfflllt R,,ftt Yours truly, dolt!l ~td P.P. 
----- ---
Bili y-1 ""'' 4.1111 U.'U 1'1rl0111 Edgar A. Sinkbeil ~ Vlebn \'icu 17,Lll lU.'lS PaNM 193& i..,rll&kJ 11.'a'll'Mlll ?trn, }1u:1s I C:.rtil lffl I lllt1blll )(!tab l'anolll 19".S 
E406 Fairview 
Colfax, WA 99111-1545 
Info taken from Jane' Fighting Ship WWII, Military Press. Crown Publishing Inc. 
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r----------------------------------------~ 164'h Infantry Association of the United States 
Qc.,ESTIONS? Call]- 00-440-157] 
Order Form 
Host Active Apparel 
18627 Red Cherry Circle 
1-800-440-1571 
EMAIL: hostapparel@mn.com 
$5.00 per item will go to 164th 
Infantry Newsletter. 
You may fax orders to: (952) 401-0439 (24hrs/day) 
Price includes shipping and 
handling. 
164th Infantry T-shi rt/Cap Logo 
Ship To:-------------------------
Address: -------------------------
City: ______________ St. __ Zip: ______ _ 
The colorful insignia on the T-shirts. Caps 
cover the history of the t64'h. starting at the left 
is the America! Division, blue, with stars 
representing the Southern Cross. America! Division 
formed in New Caledonia (a free French Island 
WWII), South Pacific, the Combat Infantry Badge 
(CIB), the blue diamond patch t'' Marine Division 
Patch, authorized by General Vandegrift, lower left 
47th Infantry Viking Division t64'h Infantry 
regiment (Rifle) was part of the 47th (Viking 
Division) . The 47th Division was federally activated 
for the Korean Conflict t 9St- t 9S3 Stationed in 
Camp Rucker, Alabama. Individual t64'h soldiers 
were sent to the Korean Conflict as replacements; 
center, t64'h Infantry Regimental Crest far right 
Red Bull, 34th Infantry Division, the 1641h was 
part of the 34th Division until Dec. 7, 1941. 
Phone: ___________ Fax: -------------
Payment: (Circle one) Check Visa Mastercard Discover AMX 
Card#:-----~-------- Exp. Date: ______ _ 
Contact Person: ----------------------
Item Description Size Qty Price Each Price Extended 
T-Shirts $15.00 
Hats $12.00 
Golf Shirts $19.50 
Add $2.00 for XXL $3.50 for XXXL Order Total: $ 
~----------------------------------------~ Many people save their copy of the 164th news for history, so if you want to make a copy of the order blank, please do so. 
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AN TABLE Q OTE! 
EVERY NOW AND THEN ITT KES TRUE 
MILITARY MIND TO COME P WITH A CLAS-
SIC QGOTE! 
IN A RECENT INTERVIEW, GENERAL 
NORMAN SCHW ARTZKOF WAS ASKED IF HE 
THOUGHT THERE WAS ROOM FOR FOR-
GIVENESS TOWARD THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
HABORED AND ABETTED THE TERRORISTS, 
WHO PERPETRATED THE 9/11 ATTACKS 01 r 
AMERICA. 
HIS ANSWER: 
"I BELIEVE THAT FORGIVI1 1 G THEM IS GOD'S 
FU1 CTI01T. OlJRJOB IS 
SIMPLY TO ARRANGE THE MEETI1 1 G". 
Photo credit Leonard Leingang 
Display your part of the 164th Infantry proudly. 
Above photos show the Cap, Tee Shirt and Sweat shirt 
available for order now. 
limited SUPPIV of the 164th Bumper sucker available. 
S3.00 tor 1 or 2 tor S5.00 Includes shipping and 
handling. BenlempS/T 
Arthur K. Amos 
San Antonio, TX 
John A. Bergh 
Nokomis, FL 
WWII Co B 
Harry Burd 
Tucson, AZ 
WWII CoG 
Roger L. Calvin 
Mccook, NE 
Len A. Clemens 
Spokane, WA 
WWII Co H 
W. Mark Durley Jr. 
Fresno, CA 
WWI I Co L Korean War 
Arthur L. "Peep" Ford 
Enderlin, ND 
WWI I Band/Medic 
Melvin Eidum 
Govia, CA 
Philip Engstrom 
Moorhead, MN WWI I 
Edward Gaik 
Chicago, IL 
Ralph L. Gaugler 
Bismarck, ND 
WWII Korean War 
0.j. Giallonardo 
Natick, MD 
WWII Co B 
Byron Gilbertson 
Killdeer, ND 
WWII Co K 
Last Roll Call 
Lloyd L. Gillespie 
Grafton, ND 
Korean War 
Maurice Hannum 
Powell , WY 
James 0. Jewell 
Couer D' Alene, ID 
WWII Co L 
John C. Keller 
Harvey, ND 
Korean War 
Arlen W. "Doc" Lane 
Billings, MT 
WWII 
C.j. "Jim" Livingood 
Grafton, ND 
WWII 
John W. Livingstone 
Puyallup, WA 
WWII 
John J. Miller 
Seaside, OR 
WWII 
Donald H. Morken 
Dubuque, IA 
Korean War 
Herbert F. Mutschler 
Bellevue, WA 
Arthur H. Ojala 
New York Mills, MN 
Ben, Osborne 
Ponsford, MN 
WWII Co B 
'1f rr'ears cou(d :Bridge a Stairway, 
and 'Memories a Lane, 
'l'd Wa(k ~i&ht up to 'Heaven 
and :Brina you 'Home qgain 
- 'lrisfi rr'ears 
Ted Ouradnick Millard Stigen 
Woodbury, MN Caladenia, ND 
WWII Korean War 
Pete Patrick George M. Sveen 
Bismarck, ND Fargo, ND 
WWII WWII Co L 
Wesley A. Rockne Joseph T. Tix 
Roseville, MN Waunakee, WI 
Ralph R. Rothrock WWII Co G 
Seal Beach, CA Robert Todd 
WWII Puyallup, WA 
Milton C. Shedd WWII Co H 
Newport Beach, CA Lawrence D. Webb 
WWII Williston , ND 
Pfau Stanley Leroy Willard 
Sacramento, CA Georgetown, CO 
WWII WWII 
Ted N. Steckler 
Tustin, CA 
WWI I 
S ay a yrayerfor all our 
comrales and wives for 
tJOOd ficafrli anl slime 
extra time as the!J have 
eamed it. 
'Mm{(e, ef the 164 th 
mem 1er are liavma 
very sedou fieafrli 
yro"6rems. 'Throw 111 
an extra y_r~yerfor ~our 
o(d 611ddie and t 1 fr 
van!eifu( co1191anions. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
164TH NEWSLETTER: 
As of September 2002 
$160.00 
Horace F. Nearhood Toledo, OH 
Horace donated a Guadalcanal Cane to the Association and 
tickets were sold for this amount 
$150.00 
Isabelle Gail Elmwood Park, IL 
In Memory of Robert Gail 
$100.00 
Joseph A. Castagneto Lincoln, AL 
Alice Gaugler Bismarck, ND 
In Memory Of Ralph Gaugler 
Kelly Cherry Fairview, MT 
For North Dakota Veterans 
Harold 0. Bjornstad Shedd, OR 
Eric F. Engbrecht Hobbs, MN 
John E. Gunderson 
Mary L. Kingston 
Albert Kleinhuizen 
Vancouver, WA 
Union, WA 
Battle Creek, Ml 
$90.00 
Donald H. Jackson 
$80.00 
Robert Dodd Jr. 
$50.00 
Charles T. Bell 
Robert Cruse 
Joe Gummeringer 
William C. Hanson 
Zane E. Jacobs 
James R. Mclaughlin 
Wallace G. Olson 
Gail E. Opat 
In Memory Of Russell Opat 
Santa Rosa, CA 
Inver Grove Heights, MN 
Newport Beach, CA 
Devils Lake, ND 
Las Cruces, NM 
Bullhead City, AZ 
Seaside, CA 
Fargo, ND · 
Lynnwood, WA 
Spring, TX 
Edna Rahn Hazen, ND 
Memory Of Emil Rahn 
Richard R. Stevens 
Les G. Wichmann 
$40.00 
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William A. Byers 
Tomy Clausen 
John A. Landowski 
Jerry Longmuir 
Louisville, KY 
Minneapolis, MN 
Hagerstown, MD 
Williston, ND 
Grand Forks, ND 
Williamstown, VA 
$35.00 
Al Olenberger 
$30.00 
John N. Alme 
Lewis F. Baumann 
Paul T. Gray 
Greg Heinz 
Charlene M. Tittsworth 
Laura C. Wilson 
Raymond F. Ellerman 
Lauren M. Overby 
$25.00 
Otto E. Heath 
Treumann J. Lykken 
Albert Martin 
James E. Phillips 
Norman Samson 
Raymond L. Sawyer 
Clarence Schultz 
$20.00 
Ernest F. Aufero 
Edward F. Collins 
Rapid City, SD 
Helmet, CA 
Fenton, MO 
Laguna Woods, CA 
Bismarck, ND 
Miles City, MT 
Minot, ND 
Las Vegas, NV 
Harker Heights, TX 
Anaheim, CA 
Grand Forks, ND 
Kief, ND 
Ringgold, GA 
Vista, CA 
Brooklyn Center, MD 
Bismarck, ND 
Methuen, MA 
Pleasant, CA 
Roy Fries Warren, Ml 
In Memory Of Ralph Gaugler 
Earl H. Johnson Grand Coulee, WA 
Lenard A. Pfarr 
Joe Poleschock 
Vince R. Powers 
Ervin H. Remmers 
Harold K. Risser 
Raymond D. Scharnowske 
Raymond F. Sinkbeil 
Kenneth 8. Shaver 
Gordon B. St. Claire 
Anton Sturn 
Edith I. Tuff 
Gerald Waldhauser 
William P. Welander 
Clarence 0. Blecha 
$15.00 
Finley K. Clarke 
William J. Hagen 
Milton W. Kane 
Charles Knapp 
Lawrence Poe 
William F. Babbe 
$11.00 
Circle Pines, MN 
Max, ND 
Hamilton, MT 
Orange, CA 
Park City, MT 
Detroit Lakes, MN 
Medicine Lodge, KS 
Bethel, MN 
Detroit Lakes, MN 
Vallejo, CA 
Fargo, Nd 
South St. Paul, MN 
New London, MN 
Grand Forks, ND 
Patten, ME 
Moorhead, MN 
Mesa, AZ 
Poplar Bluff, MO 
Williston, ND 
Danville, IL 
Melvin Shirley Fresno, CA 
$10.00 
Robert J. Alin West Fargo, ND 
Betty Anderson West Fargo, ND 
Bryan 0. Baldwin Grand Forks, ND 
James R. Beaton Detroit Lakes, MN 
Melvin P. Bork Moorhead, MN 
Douglas P. Burtell Bowman, ND 
Manuel B. Dukart Terry, MT 
Russ Elvrum Washburn, ND 
Dennis R. Ferk Santa Fe, NM 
Thomas J. Fisher Moorhead, MN 
Stanley T. Gadomski Oxon Hill, MD 
Lionel Garant Fall River, MA 
Elroy 0. Greuel Casselton, ND 
Catherine T. Hannum Powell, WY 
Otto E. Heath Anaheim, CA 
Ewald Heisler Bismarck, ND 
Donald Hoffman Jamestown, ND 
Donald I. Homme Westmont, IL 
Tim Kurtz Devils Lake, ND 
Balzer Kurtz Devils Lake, ND 
John Kurtz Havre, MT 
Alys Mae Larson Nampa, ID 
Shirley Olgeirson Bismarck, ND 
Lorraine Radune Mcarthur, OH 
Omer C. Rudrud Bedford, VA 
John H. Sagehorn Wayzata, MN 
John L. Samson Cavalier, ND 
Frederick P. Siems Sierra Vista, AZ 
Raymond H. Steffen Grand Forks, ND 
Theodore Steinberg Prescott Valley, AZ 
Warren D. Ventsch Valley City, ND 
Don W. Well Tehachapi, CA 
John R. Wozniak Winter Park, FL 
Malcolm J. Mc Kay East Helena, MT 
Clair Tongen Cavalier, ND 
$5.00 
Joseph F. Dest Hamden, CT 
Lois C. Hall Sandpoint, ID 
Hunter Smith Williston, ND 
Owen C. Wallace Fessenden, ND 
Donations To The Newsletter 
Dec - Feb 2002 $1,290.00 
Mar - May 2002 $ 679.00 
Jun - Sep 2002 $3,261.00 
Year To Date $5,230.00 
( Editors Note: Your continuing financial support is most gratifying. 
Thanks. The newsletter is about the only channel for members that 
served in the 164th to keep in touch and tell the stories of their 
WWII experiences and the history of the 164th in WWII and Korea.) 
WELCOME 
Ass. Life Members 
Leo T. Callahan 
Bismarck, ND 
Life Members 
Duane L. Anderson 
Sacramento, CA 
Leroy E. Smith 
Hot Springs. AR 
(Leroy Will Soon Be 
Celebrating His 90th 
Birthday) 
New Ass. Memlbers 
Rose Mann 
Bismarck, ND 
Scott Olenberger 
Devils Lake, ND 
New Ass. Life Members 
Nancy Heising 
San Diego, CA 
Joe V. Hobot 
Blaine, MN 
(Jim Fenelon's Grandson) 
Presidents Message 
Who.+ a.n hor10v- to k J~.dd Pnsid.uit ot this Gr-~+ a.rid. 
fa.mOU5 C ~ni2dior1. Li..hile.. ':f)U w~.n mo.ki~ histo~ a.1 Guc..dc..lur1G.I, 
1 WG.S bu~, with a. bi~ ha.~, Si-na.Shin~ a.II the.. +c'.? 1 c...ould. +ind. 
tha.t Sa.id., Mo.d.e.. in ::X.~n . A pYO.)e..d the;.+ G.rl'j nine.. '::f-G.Y old. 
would. d.o, muc..h to the.. d.islik ot ~ loc...a.ls. 
1 c..ome.. t\'"Om a. milita.~ ta.mil'j. "Dur-in~ wwn, m'j bv-othu-s 
wu-e.. Suvin~ a.5 'jOU d.id.. C ne.. in t he.. LoG.st Guav-d., one.. in t he.. 
AYm'j Air- Fov-u.., one.. in the.. V'j a.nd. One.. in the.. f\'\..v-ine.. Lov-pS 
with the.. is+ f\'\..v-ine..5 c;.t Gua.dc..lunG.1 . How he.. bv-a~ c;.bou+ the.. 
/l,l/th ln+a.n1Y'j bo<js +v-om ~v-th Vc;.kota.. 5o muu, in +a.d, tho.+ 
it c...os+ him his s+v-ipe.5 a. c...ouple.. o+ time..S , be..c..a.uSe.. e..v~ne.. d.id.n ·+ 
51!..e.. e..'jl!.. to e..'jl!.. with him a.bout the.. /l,L/th a.rid. ~v-th a.ko+a.. 
AIWG.'.? a. +a.mil'j topic... 
l )Oind the.. /l,l/th lnta.n1Y'j ~v-th Va.ko+c. .tional Guc..v-d. 
a.+ f ldtin<y..Y, N in l'i'/'6 at the.. a.~ ot /.5. We..nt to Ruc..k in 
/<i.5/, spuid.in~ a.II m'j til'l'll!.. in Ala.ba.mo. . Ca.me.. hol'l'll!.. a.nd. n -uilistd ,n 
t he.. 1) G v-e..tiv-in~ in /"(ll, with n 'j<!..G.YS Suvic...e... As Li . ..>il I ~v-5 
sto.+d so wJ I . " We.. un ·+ a.I I k he..YOe..S. 5ome.. o+ us ha.ve.. to 
sta.nd. on the.. c..uv-b c;.nd. c..la.p a.s the..'j 'YJ b'j ". 
Tiox o.+tuid.in~ t he.. 2002 v-wnion ha.d. a. ~na.+ time... 5ol'"'rj 
t ho.+ a.I I ot 'jOU c...ould.n ·+ ha.ve.. be..e..n t he..n. But we.. und.u-sta.nd.. 1 + 
':f)U c...oul d. ha.ve.. 'jOU would. ha.ve... C uv- num~ a.Ye.. cl.v-oppin~ r-a.pid.l'j. 
E vui t he.. be..st un '+ I ive.. tov-e..ve..v-. We.. wil I ~ a.nd. ~ ':f)v 
intoYl'l'll!..d. o+ wha.t 
0
5 ha.we..ni~ the.. be..st we.. un via. the.. N£W5. 
But we.. ne..d ':f)UY 5Upp'.)A in d.ue..s , d.onG.tionS a.rid. a.v-tic..le..S. Tha.nk.s 
to thox tha.t a.Ye.. SUPP9r-tive.. a.nd. HE LP to the.. othe..YS. 
0ou wil I YlOte.. JSl!..whe..v-e.. in the.. EW5 tha.t t he.. dc..te.. a.rid. 
pla.c..e.. ha.ve.. be..e..n xt +or ~+ '::f-G.Y. As 'jOU rq_uohJ. we.. wil I a.~in 
k ba.c.1 G.t the.. RAv155C HJ , a.I t ho~ b'j l'lLJ(+ 'jl!..G.Y it wil I 
proba.bl 'j k k.-iown b'j c;.nofhe..v- na.me... 
I 
Ena~ c;.lna.d.'j. Vo ta.k un a.rid. God. 5pua.. 
fv-c;.nl,_ R. Eid.e.. 
C.Wt/ (~t) 
Pv-oid.u,t (Lite.. f"661!..Y) 
w1-2.s.s--mo 
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L- R: Deb Keller, Brittany Keller, Angie holding Jayden Berg, JoAnn 
Ruud, Chelsey Ruud, John Straus, Don Robinson, President of the 
164thAssociation holding the Japanese Samurai Sword. The sword 
will be placed in the proposed National Guard Museum. 
Sword 
The Samurai sword presented to the 164th Infantry at the 
reunion was picked up by Art Anderson, Anti-Tank Co. on 
Guadalcanal the morning after the 24 October 1942 battle. In this 
action the Anti-Tank was firing canister shells into the massed ranks 
of the attacking Japanese forces. Anderson sent the sword back to 
the USA and it was placed in the Harvey, ND Veterans Hall. 
Deb Keller traced the sword through letters Anderson mailed 
home. Art Anderson was a member of the 27 former 164th returned 
to Guadalcanal in 1992. (Ed. Note: Thanks for your help.) 
THE 164TH INFA TRY NEWS 
Post Office Box 1111 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58502, 1111 
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 
The 164th Infantry News. USP 699-800 is publi hed 
quarterly by the 164th Infantry A ociation. Box 1111. 
Bismarck, ND 58502-111 l. 
Sub cription price of $10.00 per year is included in the 
member hip fee. Periodicals postage is paid at Bi marck, 
ND po t office zip code 58501-9996. 
. 2001-02 Association Officers are: 
President ...... ,. .. ..................... ... ....... Frank R. Eide Sr.: (701) 255-7990 
Bismarck, ND 
Vice President ............................................ Vacant - Need a volunteer 
Sec.!I'reas . .................... ............................. Ben Kemp: (701) 222-4694 
Bismarck, ND 
Editor .... .. ....................... ...... .......... ........ Jim Fenelon: (641) 752-9621 
Marshalltown, IA 
164th Infantry News 
POSTMASTER: Address changes should be sent to 164th 
Infantry Association, PO Box I I I 1, Bismarck, ND 58502-11 I I. 
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"The Ultimate Weapon" by: Charles N. Hunter 
Colonel, U.S. Army (Ret.) •WestPoint • Merrills Marauder 
J-+~~~of~ 
~7~·0~ 
,who~~ 
Below: L- R: Bob Carter- B Company,flew infrom Oakland, CA. 
Dough Burtell - Recon Platoon, describing the water color paintings 
depicting the start of B -Co/Reg. Co from the Armory/Feb. 1941. 
Traveling by train and life in Camp Clairborne, I.A. 
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